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1.1 INTRODUCTION 

The EGS4 Code System1 requires that the user write a driver program, most commonly 
referred to as an EGS User Code. The User Code generally consists of a MAIN routine, 
SUBROUTINE AUSGAB, SUBROUTINE HOWFAR, and any auxiliary subprograms that the 
user may require for the problem at tand. The purpose of MAIN is to set up various 
initializations and to provide for two necessary subroutine calls: 

— CAU. HATCH to bring in the various media data created at an earlier time by 
PEGS4, and 

— CALL SHOWER to initiate the radiation transport process itself, for as many 
incident events (histories) desired. 

SUBROUTINE AUSGAB must be written in order to get results from EGS during the 
simulation. If the user does not want to score anything, then AUSGAB is trivial. Namely, 

SUBROUTINE AUSGAB(IARG); 
RETURN; 
END; 

SUBROUTINE HOWFAR is required in order to provide information to EGS about 
the nature of the geometry. Obviously, the most trivial HOWFAR is the case of a 
homogeneous infinite medium, which is again accomplished very simply with 

SUBROUTINE HOWFAR; 
RETURN; 
END; 
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The purpose of this note is to provide guidance, in addition to that given in SLAC-
265, in writing SUBROUTINE HOWFAR for both simple and complex geometrical situations. 
Since most complex geometries can be represented in terme of Uocks of simpler geome
tries, a number of geometry subprograms have been created for use within HOWFAR. They 
are provided as part of the EGS4 Code System, which means that they are located in 
files on the EGS4 disk under VM/SP at SLAC. They are also on the EGS4 Distribution 
Tape that is given out on request by the SLAC Radiation Physics Group. 

What we hope to accomplish with this note is to show how to create EGS4 ge
ometries in a modular fashion, with particular emphasis on using the macro equivalents 
of the subroutines in order to gain efficiency. It is assumed that the reader is already 
famiior with EGS4 and understands the role of the variables USTEP, IDISC, and IRNEW 
as they apply to SUBROUTINE HDWFAR. If not, then the reader is advised to study Ap
pendix 2 of SLAC-265 (at least Section A2.5) first. The tutorial chapter (Chapter 3) 
may also provide some insight. 

1.2 THE EGS4 GEOMETRY SUBROUTINES 

A variety of subprograms, designed to aid the user in creating relatively sophisticated 
User Codes, are available with the EGS4 Code System*. Each routine listed below is 
self-documented by means of commentary contained within the coding. 

PLANE1 — Determines if particle trajectory strikes a plane surface. Returns trajectory 
distance (TPLN). 

CYLNDR — Determines if the particle * rajectory strikes a cylindrical surface. Returns 
trajectory distance (TCYL). 

CONE — Determines if the particle trajectory strikes a conical surface. Returns 
trajectory distance (TCON). 

SPHERE — Determines if the particle trajectory strikes a spherical surface. Returns 
trajectory distance (TSPH). 

CHGTR — Changes USTEP and IRNEW whenever USTEP is larger than the trajectory 
distance (TPLN, TCYL, TCON, TSPH). 

FINVAL — Determines the coordinates of the particle trajectory at the point of an 
intersection with a given surface. 

PLAN2P — Determines the intersection point for two parallel planes by calling PLANE 1 
twice (when necessary) and CHGTR if a plane is hit. 

PLAN2X — Determines the intersection point for two crossing planes by calling PLANE1 
twice (always) and CHGTR if a plane is hit (PLAN2X is slightly less efficient 
than PLAN2P). 

CYL2 — Similar to PLAN2P, but for concentric cylinders. 
C0N2 — Similar to PLAN2P, b^t for concentric cones. 
SPH2 — Similar to PLAN2P, but for concentric spheres. 

See file GEOMAUX MORTRAN (#26) on the EGS4 Distribution Tape. 
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1.3 SUBROUTINE it MACRO EXAMPLES 

1.3.1 Subroutines PLANE1 and CHGTR. 

Assume that we have two parallel planes separating three regions of interest, as shown 
in Fig. 1.1. In this figure, the regions are identified by the numbers 22 23 and 24, and 
the planes by the numbers 6 and 7. The numbers were chosen arbitrarily, but with a 
general purpose in mind—to make it somewhat easy for the reader to identify how they 
are used with PLANE1 and CHGTR. The triangles that enclose the numbers 6 and 7 also 
have a purpose—they point in the direction of the unit normal vector that is generally 
initialized in MAIN and passed in COMIN/PLADTA/. Thus, in the case represented by 
Fig. 1.1, 

PNQRM(1,6)=0.0; PN0RM(2,6)=0.O; PNORM(3,6)=1.0; 
PN0RM(1,7)»0.0; PNQRM(2,7)=0.0; PN0RM(3,7)=1.0; . 

To illustrate, for the moment, how one completes the definition of the two planes, let 
plane 6 be located at z = 30.0 and plane 7 at z = 45.0 relative to the origin, O. Then 

PC00RD(l,6)-0.0; PC00RD(2,6)=0.0; PC00RD(3,6)»30.0; 
PC00RD(1,7)=0.0; PC00RD(2,7)«0.0; PC00RD(3,7)=45.0; , 

where the PNORMs and PCOORDs are passed from the MAIN program into subprograms by 
means of COMIN/PLADTA/ (Note: COMIN/PLADTA/ is expanded out by a macro into C0M-
MDN/PLADTA/PC00RD(3,$MXPLNS) ,PN0RM(3,$MXPLNS),where $MXPLNS is the maximum 
number of planes (default=100) determined by the user). 
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Figure 1.1. Two parallel planes separating three regions along z. 

Now, let us assume that the particle currently being transported is located in region 
23 at vector position X, traveling in the direction given by unit vector U, and that this 
information is available through COMIN/STACK/. The purpose of SUBROUTINE HOWFAR is 
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to determine if the next transport step that EGS4 plans to take, USTEP (= \PP"\), is 
such that the particle will be transported out of the current region into another. If this 
is the case, then the user must reduce USTEP to a value consistent with the boundary 
and set IRNEW equal to the new region. Upon returning to the calling program (either 
ELECTR or PHOTON), the EGS4 system will use this information to break the transport 
into two steps, correctly accounting for possible changes in the media at the boundary. 

The purpose of SUBROUTINE PLANE1 is to determine if the plane is intersected by the 
trajectory (IHIT=1) and to calculate the distance to the intersection, TPLN (= \PP'\). 
If the trajectory is parallel to or away from the plane, IHIT takes on the value of 2 or 
0, respectively, and TPLN has no relevance. The purpose of SUBROUTINE CHGTR is to set 
USTEP=TPLN and and to assign the new region to IRNEW, but only if USTEP>TPLN (and 
provided that IHIT=1, of course). 

In order to make things as simple as possible, let us assume in our example that 
particles are to be transported in region 23, but discarded once they reach regions 22 
or 24, as described by the SUBROUTINE HOWFAR shown in Fig. 1.2 

SUBROUTME HOVFAK; 

" Teo parallel planes (6,7) separating three regions (22,23,24). 
" Transport in region 23 and discard in regions 22 and 24. 

COHII/EPCMT,STACK/; "To supply IDISC and IR(KP>" 

IF (IR(IF).K2.23) [ IDISC-1; "Discard particles outside region 23" ] 

ELSE C "Track particles eithin region 23" 

CALL PLAIEJC7,l,IHIT,TPL»)i "Check upstream plane first" 
IF (IHIT.EQ.l) t "Surface is hit Bake changes if necessary" 
CALL CHGTR(TPLI,24);] 
] 

ELSEIF (IHIT.EQ.O) [ "Heading backeards" 
CALL PLAME1(6,-1.IHTT,TPL»); "To get TPLX-value (IHIT-1. a •ust)" 
CALL CHGTR(TPLM,22); "Hake changes if necessary" 

] 

RETURM; 
END; 

Figure 1.2. Example HOWFAR listing corresponding to Fig. 1.1. 

The first argument of PLANE1 is the number that identifies the plane and the second 
argument is either a 1 or a —1 depending on whether the surface normal points away 
from or towards the current region, respectively. The third argument is IHIT and the 
fourth is TPLN. Although it really does not matter which of the two planes (6 or 7) is 
checked first, we have elected to check plane 7 first (line 12) and then plane 6 (line 17) 
if it has been determined that the particle is moving away from plane 7. In either case, 
CHGTR will be called when necessary (i.e., when IHIT=1). As shown in lines 14 and 18, 
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the first argument of CHGTR is the TPLN-value supplied by the previous call to PLANE!, 
whereas the second argument is the region that the particle might end up in should 
TPLN be smaller than USTEP. 

A few things are worth noting at this time. First, if the user has any preknowledge 
about the radiation transport process taking place, it may be of use in selecting which 
plane to check first. In our example above, if it is known that the radiation field 
generally moves from left to right in Fig. 1.1, it is more efficient to check plane 7 before 
checking 6. The reverse is true for a beam entering along the negative z direction. 

Second, the statement COMIN/EPCONT, STACK/ (line 6) is needed in order to supply 
IDISC and IR(NP) to HDWFAR, whereza it has already been noted that COMIN/PLADTA/ 
is required in MAIN (in order to pass PNORM and PCOORD data to SUBROUTINE PLANE1). 

Finally, although the use of PLANE1 and CHGTR may seem, at first, to be just as 
cumbersome as coding directly within SUBROUTINE HOWFAR, what we are attempting 
to demonstrate is a modular approach for creating the more complex geometries—i.e., 
systemizing the construction of difficult problems. As will be shown in the next section, 
we will gain back the efficiency of in-line coding by using macro equivalents for the 
geometry subprograms, and still maintain the advantage of modularity. 

1.3.2 Macro equivalents of PLANE1 and CHGTR ($PLANE1 and $CHGTR). 

The EGS4 Code System is written entirely in the Mortran3 language2, which has a 
macro facility that can be used in order to place the geometry programs directly into 
SUBROUTINE HOWFAR. We will not describe the Mortran3 macro facility in this note, 
but we will give a simple example so that the uninitiated reader can get the general 
idea of how things work (additional information on Mortran3 macros is provided in 
the EGS4 Code System documentation1 ). The example is SUBROUTINE CHGTR and its 
macro equivalent, $CHGTR, which are listed in Fig. 1.3. 

2 " SUBROUTINE CHGTR 
3 ii 

4 SUBROUTINE CKGTRCTVALP.IRNEWP); 
5 COMIN/EPCOHT/; 
6 IFCTVALP.LE.USTEP) [ USTEP-TVALP; IRNEW-IRNEWP; ] 
7 RETURN; 
8 END; 
9 

10 *' 
11 " *CHGTR MACRO REPLACEMENT FOR SUBROUTINE CHGTR 

12 
13 REPLACE {SCHGTR(* ,») ; } WITH 
14 {;IF({P1).LE.USTEP) tUSTEP-{Pl}; IRNEU-{P2):]} 
15 "NOTE: EVERYWHERE $CHGTR IS USED ONE MUST 
\r. | INCLUDE COHIN/EPCONT/" 

Figure 1.3. SUBROUTINE CHGTR and its macro equivalent. 
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The \$CHGTR macro can be explained as follows: 

— A Mortran3 macro processor recognizes and processes specific strings. 
— $CKG7R(string 1 >string2) in its entirety is such a string, and it also contains 

the substrings, siring! and siring!!. 
— The stringl that is located at the position of the first # is assigned to the 

parameter {Pi}. 
— The string2 that is located at the position of the second # is assigned to 

the parameter {P2}. 
— The macro is then expanded out accordingly. 

For example, if in line 14 of Fig. 1.2 the statement had read $CHGTR(TPLN,24) 
instead of CALL CHGTR(TPLN,24), the following code would have been inserted auto
matically in its place during the so-called "Mortran-step" of the computer run: 

IF(TPLN.LE.USTEP) [USTEP*TPLN; IRNEM»24;] 

(some of the semicolons have been omitted in this discussion but, indeed, they too are 
considered part of strings wherever they occur, and get processed accordingly). 

One therefore retains the convenience of modular coding, using statements like 
$CHGTR that look similar to CALL CHGTR, without wasting computer time by forcing a 
call to a subprogram. Similar macros have been defined for all the EGS4 geometry 
subprograms listed in Section 1.2 above, including PLANEl, so that the SUBROUTINE 
HOWFAR example that we have been discussing in Fig. 1.1 and Fig. 1.2 can be rewritten 
as shown in Fig. 1.4. 

SUBROUTINE HDUFAR; 

" Tifo para l l e l planes (6 ,7) separating three regions (22 ,23 ,24) . 
" Transport in region 23 and discard in regions 22 and 24. 

COHIlf/EPCOllT.PUDTA,STACK/; "To supply .any things no»" 

IF (IR(NP).HE.23> [ IDISC-1; "Discard p a r t i c l e s outside region 23" ] 

ELSE [ "Track p a r t i c l e s within region 23" 

$PLAHEl(7,l,imT.TPLH); "Check upstrean plane f i r s t " 
IF (IHIT.EQ.l) [ "Surface i s h i t aake changes i f necessary" 

$CHCTR(TPLN,24);] 
] 

ELSEIF (IHIT.EQ.O) [ "Heading backnards" 
$PLANEU6,-1,IMT,TPLI1); "To ge'. TPLN-?alue (IHIT-1, a Bust)" 
$CHGTR(TPLH,22); "Hake c h a n g e s i f n e c e s s a r y " 
] 

] 

RETURN; 
END; . J 

Figure 1.4. Macro equivalent of listing in Fig. 1.2. 
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One point should be made at this time; namely, PLADTA has been added to the 
COHIN list in Fig. 1.4 (line 6), since the PNDRM and PCOORD values must be passed 
from MAIN directly into HOWFAR, where they will now be used with the in-line code 
established by the macros $PLANE1 and $CHGTR. This raises a question: "How does one 
know beforehand what COMINs to include in SUBROUTINE HOWFAR when using the various 
geometry macros?" The answer is simple. All of the geometry macros are defined in the 
EGS4 file called EGS4MAC MORTRAN, and the necessary COMIN information is given, 
at the end of each definition (similar to that shown in lines 15 and 16 at the bottom 
of Fig. 1.3). It goes without saying that any reference by the user to variables that are 
part of the EGSl Code System must also be made available in SUBROUTINE HOWFAR (a 
list of variables is provided in Appendix 2 (Section A2.3) of SLAC-265). 

1.3.3 The $PLAN2P macro. 

The HOWFAR example that we have been following can be simplified even further with 
the aid of $PLAN2P*, as shown in Fig. 1.5. $PLAN2P functions by "calling" $PLANE1 and 
$CHGTR for plane number 7, and again for plane number 6 (but only if necessary). The 
simplification of SUBROUTINE HOWFAR is, indeed, apparent. 

SUBROUTINE HOKFAR; 
M Tao parallel planes (6,7) separating three regions (22,23.24). 
" Transport in region 23 and discard in regions 22 and 24. 

COMIH/EPCOMT.PUDTA,STACK/; "To supply nany things no." 

IF (IROIP).IE.23) [ IDISC-1; "Discard particles outside region 23" 1 

ELSE C "Track particles vithin region 23" 
$PLAN2P(7,24,!,6.22,-1); 
] 

RETURKi 
EMD; 

Figure 1.5. An even simpler macro equivalent of the Fig. 1.2 listing. 

A sampling calorimeter example. 
Essentially, the same HOWFAR can be applied to a sampling calorimeter geometry con
sisting of many alternating slabs of absorber and detector (i.e., a sandwich counter). 
For example, Fig. 1.6 could be used with NREG-1 planes (starting with plane 1) that 
have unit normal vectors all pointing along the 2-direction (i.e., PNORM=0,0,1). In 
this example, particles are discarded when they enter either region 1 or the last region 
(NREG) (which must be made available in SUBROUTINE HOWFAR). 

* Mnemonic for two parallel planes. 



SUBROUTINE HOWFAR; 

" Hultislab (NREG-1) slioser caloriuter. 

COm»/EPCOMT,PLADTA,STACK/; 

COKMOD/PASSIT/NREG; "To Malta th« number of regions (NREG) available" 

IRL»IR(NP); "Create a local variable" 

IF (IHL.Eq.l.aR.IRL.EQ.mi£G) [ IDISC-1; "Upstreas/doinstreas regions"] 
ELSE [ "Track particles vithin caloriseter proper" 

*PU»2PCIRL.IRL+1,1,IRL-1,1BL-1,-I)i 
: 

RETURN; 
EKD; 

Figure 1.6. SUBROUTINE HOWFAR for a multislab shower calorimeter. 

The shower picture shown in Fig. 1.7 represents a simulation* of the MVVPC detec
tor array that was used in experiment E-137 performed at SLAC4 (photons are shown 
as dots and charged particles as solid lines). The SUBROUTINE HOWFAR that was used 
in this calorimeter simulation is similar to that given in Fig. 1.6. In order to simulate, 
as best as possible, ^actuations due to the leakage of energy from the sides, the slab 
geometry was enclosed within a cylinder (e.g., see Section 1.3.5). 

Figure 1.7. A single 5-GeV photon entering at 20° 

* The EGS4 User Code: UPE137. The shower graphics was done using the SHOW-
GRAF package3. 
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A box of slabs, 
Up to this point, except for the E-137 example in the previous sect.on, we have as
sumed that the slab geometry is semi-infinite—i.e., laterally unbounded—-although it 
is not difficult to include sides in our geometrical description. For example, consider an 
electromagnetic cascade shower counter made up of alternating slabs of material along 
the z-axis (e.g., Pb-scintillator layers) and bounded in the x- and y-directions by two 
pairs of planes to form a right parallelepiped—i.e., a box of slabs. Since we have already 
pointed out that (almost) all surfaces must be checked to see if they are hit, it becomes 
apparent that SUBROUTINE HOWFAR consists primarily of three successive PLAN2P calls: 

Two x-planes — CALL PLAN2P(IPLNX1>IRGNX1.1,IPLNX2,IRGHX2,1) ; 
Two y-planes — CALL PLAN2P(IPLNYi, IRGNY1,1, IPLNY2, IRGNY2,1) ; 

Many z-planes — CALL PLAN2P(IPLNZ1,IRGNZ1,1,IPLNZ2,IRGNZ2,-1) ;, 

where the arguments in the statements (e.g., IPLNX1, etc.) are general and refer to no 
particular geometrical figure shown in this note, although the l's in the first two call 
statements suggest that the normal vectors point away from the origin of coordinates. 
The concept should be clear. 

1.3.4 The $PLAN2X macro. 

Figure 1.8 provides us with an example of where we both can and cannot use $PLAN2P. 
Again, let us assume that the current particle position is at P. For simplicity, we will 
also discard particles if EGS transports them out of region 23. We can use $PLAN2P 
with planes 8 and 9 since they are parallel to one another. Specifically, if plane 8 is hit, 
then 9 must be missed (and vice versa), and the parallel trajectory is parallel to both 
planes. 

V tx into popor) 

Riqion 08 A 
Raqion 22 \ Region 23 

> 
Region 24 

B N \ \ 30 

V " p 

45 

Region 99 V 
Figure l.S. Five regions formed by a pair of parallel and a pair of crossing 
planes. 
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However, we cannot use $PLAN2P with planes 6 and 7 since we must always perform 
both sets of calculations using $PLANE1 and $CHGTR—i.e., we no longer have the option 
to ignore a set of calculations to gain efficiency. To this end, $PLAN2X* was created 
to take care of the crossing-plane situation. It should also be noted that the concept 
of semi-infinite slabs is not well-defined if we were only to have planes 6 and 7; hence, 
there is a good reason for having planes 8 and 9 in our example problem (planes 8 and 
9 could have been crossing too). 

The listing shown in Fig. 1.9 uses $PLAN2X and $PLAN2P, both of which have the 
same argument sequence. 

SUBROUTINE HOKFAR; 

" Tvo croaaing plana* (6 ,7) separating three regione (22 ,23 ,24 ) , v i th 
" aacond aat of para l l e l planaa (8 ,9) aapaxating thraa ragione (98 ,99) . 

COHI«/EPCO«T,PlADTA,SIACK/i 

IF (IR(«P).XE.23) [ IDISC-1; "Dlacard part ic lae outaida region 23" ] 

ELSE [ "Track p a r t i c l e s v i th in region 23" 
$PLAs2X<7,24,1,6,22,-1); 
SPLAs2P(8,98, l ,9 ,99, l ) ; 
] 

RETUM; 
END: 

Figure 1.9. Example HOWFAK listing corresponding to Fig. 1.8. 

It is instructive to convince oneself that the following statements ar<* true: 
— $PLAN2X and $PLAN2P must both be called. 
— The order in which $PLAN2X and $PLAN2P are called is not important. 
— If one has preknowledge that the radiation field moves essentially towards 

one or the other parallel plane, then $PLAN2P can be made more efficient 
by checking the preferred plane first. 

— There is no preferred order for checking planes with JPLAN2X. 
— USTEP and IRNEW will always be properly selected. 

1.3.5 The $CYLNDR, $CDNE and $SPHERE macros. 

The conic surface algorithms basically are all the same and $C0NE and $SPHERE may be 
used in SUBROUTINE HDHFAR in the same manner as $CYLNDR. Therefore, only $CYLNDR 
will be discussed in this note. 

* Mnemonic for two crossing planes. 
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The intersection of a vector with a conic surface leads to a quadratic equation,* the 
solutions of which are both real and imaginary and correspond to actual physical situ
ations. Figure 1.10, for example, shows the possible trajectories intersecting a cylinder. 
Trajectory (a) is for a particle traveling inside the cylinder, in which case the solntic;) 
of interest is the positive one, as depicted by the solid line portion of (a). The other 
three trajectories correspond to particles traveling outside the cylinder, where (d) rep
resents an imaginary solution to the quadratic equation. Trajectory ;,<:) is for a particle 
moving away from the cylinder and neither of the two negative solutxns are of use io 
us. However, trajectory (b) corresponds to a particle moving towards ihe surface uud it 
is the smaller of the two positive solutions that are of direct use in SUBROUTINE HOWF/.R. 

*• B * — (a) 

o 1 A- »»Cb) 
V -/-B-—»( c] 

Figure 1.10. Possible trajectories intersecting a cylinder (starting and inter
section points indicated by squares and crosses, resper.tive'y). 

The $CYLNDR macro (and corresponding subroutine) was designed to take all of 
these possibilities into account. In addition, the algorithm takes into account a difficulty 
that can arise due to a particle traveling very close to the cylinder surface, particulary at 
a glancing angle. Namely, for a given machine precision the quadratic solutions, together 
with the way EGS4 uses them, can result in a particle being "stepped" sideways to the 
surface. Albeit a vary small amount, this can cause enough error in the true position of 
a particle to ronfuse the user's boundary tracking program (i.e., SUBROUTINE HOWFAR), 
generally with the result that the program gets caught in an infinite loop. An attempt 
to resolve such difficulties has been addressed by Stevenson8, and those portions of the 
algorithm involving the parameter DELCYL are a direct result of tl"= study. We will 
return to the question of the proper value to set DELCYL later in this section. First, let 
us demonstrate how one uses $CYLNDR with a simple, but practical, example. 

Consider a cylindrical target struck by an incident electron beam as shown in 
Fig. 1.11. The cylinder of rotation about the z-axis is identified by box 1. There 
are four regions of interest—the target (region 2) and three vacuum regions upstream, 
downstream, and surrounding the target. The extent of the target along the z-direction 
is determined by two end pianes, identified by triangles 1 and 2 that point in the 
direction of the defining unit normal vectors: 

PN0RH(1,1)=0.0; PN0RM(2,1) = C- 0; PN0RM(3, l W . 0; 
PN0RM(1,2)=0.0; PN0RM(2,2)=0.0; PNDRH(3,2)=1.C; . 

The target length, T, is 

T = PCQ0RD(3,2) - PC00RD(3,1) (cm) 
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(all the other PCOORD-values are zero), and the radius, R is defined by 

E7 = CYRAD2(1) (cm 2), 

where all the quantities are (generally) defined in MAIN and passed to HQWFAR in 
COMIN/CYLDTA.PLADTA/ in the manner that we have discussed previously. An exam
ple listing for HOWFAR is shown in Fig. 1.12. The arguments of JCYLNDR (line 11) are 
similar to those of $PLANE1, i.e., tha first two are user inputs and the last two return 
information. The first argument is the identification number and the second argument 
is assigned the value of 1 or 0, depending on whether the current position is ijiside or 
outside the cylinder, respectively. The third argument (IHIT) is assigned the value of 
1 or 0, corresponding to a hit or a miss, respectively. The intersection distance (TCYL) 
is of use whenever IHIT=1; The remainder of the listing in Fig. 1.12 is similar to what 
we have described earlier. 

1 1 tx in 
i 

to paper) 

> 
4 vacuum 

m RCcm) 1 RCcm) 3 vacuum 

e* 
cJ 

2 target 
vacuum 

-ft c 
T(cm) 

Figure 1.11. Cylinder of rotation about the z-axis bounded by two planes. 

SUBROUTINE HOKFAR; 

" Cylinder c . rotat ion about the z - a x i s bounded by tvo planes . 

COHM/CYLDTA,EPC0»T,PLADTA,STACK/; 

T7 (IR(HP).IIE.2) [ IDISC«1; "Discard p a r t i c l e s outside the target" ] 

ELSE [ "Track p a r t i c l e s v i th in th? target" 

*CYL»DR(1,1,HIT,TCYL); "Check the cylinder surface" 
IF (IWT.EQ.l) [ $CHGTR(TCYL,4); "Change i* necessary" ] 

$PLAN2P(2,3,1,1,1,-1); " Check the dovnstreaa plane f i r s t and" 
" then the upstream one if necessary" 

3 

RETUM; 
EHD; 

Figure 1.12. Example K..-.VAR listing corresponding to Fig. 1.11. 
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The DELCYL parameter. 
The "closest allowable distance to the surface", DELCYL, is actually implemented within 
the $CYLNDR algorithm by means of a Mortran macro that recognizes and replaces the 
$DELCYL template. As a practical matter, the use of a $DELCYL-value of 1. OE-4 cm has 
been found to work satisfactorily in most situations, and this is the current value that is 
included in the EGS4MAC MORTRAN file—i.e., this is what the user gets by default. 

For very small cylinders, the user may need to reduce the value to 1. OE-5 (or even 
1.0E-6); whereas, for very large cylinders (e.g., i i « 10 cm or larger) a choice of 1. OE-3 
may be required in order to avoid the infinite-loop syndrome. The user can experiment 
with $DELCYL and change its value in a dynamic way, as dictated by the particular 
problem at hand. Alternatively, one can select a small number for tDELCYL, such as 
1. OE-6, and perform the entire calculation with higher precision. The AUTODBL 
option associated with FORTRAN compilers on IBM computers provides an easy way 
to accomplish this feat without having to re-code EGS4. 

The easiest way for the user to change tDELCYL is to insert an over-rid>: macro at 
beginning of the User Code. For example, 

REPLACE{$DELCYL} WITH {1.0E-03;} 

would increase the value by a factor of 10 from its defaul' value of 1. OE-04. Similariy, 

REPLACE{$DELCYL} WITH {DELCYL} 

would make it a variable that could be changed dynamically by the user in, for example, 
SUBROUTINE HOWFAR. 

A cylinder-slab example (SLC e"1" target). 
EGS4 has been used to determine the size and nature of the SLC positron target, 
both to optimize the yield and to understand the heat problems and radiation fields*. 
Figure 1.13 shows an EGS4 shower generated by a single 33 GeV electron striking the 
§Xo cylindrical target, where photons are shown as dots and charged particles as solid 
lines. 

* The EGS4 User Code: UP33POS. 
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Figure 1.13. Shower produced in 6-Xo cylindrical target struck by a single 33 
GeV electron (all particles shown). 

1.3.6 The IFINVAL macro. 
The $FINVAL macro is generally used in order to determine the coordinates at the point 
of intersection of a particle trajectory and a geometric surface—i.e., a particle's final 
coordinates just before passing through a boundary into a new region. 

Consider, for example, the cylinder-slab geometry shown in Fig. 1.11, only this 
time allow particles to be transported (rather than discarded) in region 1 (e.g., a source 
located in region 1). A particle moving from left to right (i.e., W > 0) inte-sects plane 
number 1 and passes into either region 2 or region 4—a number to be determined with 
the help of $FINVAL. The following code could be used within SUBROUTINE HOWFAR to 
take care of this situation -

IF (IR(NP).EQ.l) [ 
$PLANE1(1,1,IHIT,TPLN); 
IF (IHIT.EQ.l) C 
$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF); "Obtain final coordinates at surface" 
IF «XF*XF + YF*YF).LT.CYRAD2(1)) [ IRNXT=2; ] ELSE [ IRNXT=4; ] 
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRNXT); 
] 

] 

It should be noted that a square root was avoided in the IF statement above—i.e., it 
is more efficient to compare "radii squared". 

1.4 COMBIMiMG THE ABOV3 MACROS—A SIMPLE EXAMPLE 
Finally, we show how one might combine the above examples into a typical geometry. 
The example chosen is the target-collimator system shown, in sketch form, in Fig. 1.14. 
In this geometry, the electron beam strikes a Pb target 2 cm thick. This is followed by 
a vacuum region, and then Pb jaws which define the vertical beam width. The jaws are 
shown in view AA in Fig. 1.15. The EGS4 run of this geometry is shown in Fig. 1.16, 
where the shower graphics were done using the SHOWGRAF package3. An abbreviated 
version of User Code UPTN87-4 which created these rays is given in the Appendix. 
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Figure 1.16. A single 1-GeV electron incident on 2-cm slab of Pb, simulated 
by EGS4 using UPTN87-4 with SHOWGRAF3. Solid rays from the target 
location are electrons; dotted lines represent photons. 
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"••• U P T N 8 7 - 4 »•»" 

(Abbreviated CDMIN list follon.) 
'.C0MIN/DEBUG.ETALY1,MEDIA.MISC.NTALY1, 

CYLDTA, PLADTA .THRESH .UPKIOT .USEFUL/ i 
COmON/PASSIT/IRDISC(JMXREG),NR.NZ; "XR-nu»ber oi cylinders. NZ- " 
COMMON/PAS JAW/YFRONT,YBACft i 
REAL CYRAD(SHXCYLS); 
REAL«8 EI.TOTKE.AVAILE; "HEEDED FOR ENERGY CONSERVATION TABULATION" 
4TYPE MEDARR(24,1); 
DATA MEDARR/$S>PB\22«' '/; 
NHED-1; "NUHBER OF MEDIA" 

DO J-l.NHED [DO 1-1,24 tMEDIA(I,J)-MEDARR(I, J) ;1] 
NREG-12; "NUHBER OF REGIONS" 
HPLAN-8; "NUHBER OF PLANES" 
NCYL-2; "NUHBER OF CYLYNDERS" 

"SET MEDIUM INDEX FOR EACH REGION" 
DO I-l.NREG [ HEDU)-0; ] "SET ALL TO VACUUM TO BEGIN WITH" 
HED(2)-1; "LEAD" 
/MED(5),HED(6)/-1; "LEAD" 
MED(9}-1; "LEAD" 

"...,..-«».., STEP 4. HOWFAR-INITIAUZATION COMES NEXT »•••••••••••' 

"DEFINE VARIOUS THICKNESSES/DISTANCES" 
TTAR-2.0; "TARGET THICKNESS (CM)" 
TGAP1-49.0; "FIRST GAP DIMENSION (CM)" 
TJAW-lO.Oj "JAWS THICXNESS (CM)" 
TGAP2-10.0; "SECOND GAP DIMENSION (CM)" 
TGAP3-6.0; "THIRD GAP DIMENSION (CM)" 
TCOL-S.O; "COLLIMATOR THICKNESS (CH)" 
TKETA-5.0; "OPENING ANGLE OF JAVS (DEGREES)" ,. 
THRAD-THETA»PI/180.0; "OPENING ANGLE OF JASS (RADIANS)" 
DELCOL-3.0; "COLLIMATOR REDUCTION (CM)" 

"DEFINITION OF PLANES" 
"SET ALL COORDINATES AND NORMALS TO ZERO TO BEGIN WITH" 
DO J-l.BPLAN [ 
PC00RD(1,J)»0.0; PC00RD(2, D-O.O; PCODRDO, J)-0.0; 
PNORH(l,J)-0.0; PX0RK(2,J)-0.0; PNORM(3,J)-1.0i 
J 

"NOW PUT IN THE EXCEPTIONS" 
PCODRDO, 2)-TTAR; 
PC00RD(3,3)-PC00RD(3,2> + TGAP1; 
PCO0RD(3,4)=PCO0RD(3,3) + TJAW;; 
PC00RD(3.5)-PC00RD(3,4) <• TGAP2; 
PCO0RD(3,6)«PCO0RD(3,5) t TOOL; 
PCO0RD(3,7)-PCOORD(3,6) + TGAP3; 

PN0RM(2,8)-COS(THRAD); 
PNDRM(3,8) —SIN (THRAD) i 

55 | PNDRM(2,9)-=-CCS(THRAD); 
56 I PX0RM(3,9)»-SIH(THRAD); 
57 | 
5S | YFRONT-ATAN(THRAD)*PC0ORD(3,3); 
59 I rBACJt-ATAN(THRAD)>PC00RD(3,4>; 
60 
61 I CYRAD(1)«ATAN(THRAD)«PC00RD(3,S)-DELCOL; "CYLINDER 1 RADIUS (CM)" 
62 I CYRAD(2)«30.0; "CYLINDER 2 RADIUS (CM)" 
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"...... STEP 6. DETERMINATION OF INCIDENT PARTICLE PROPERTIES «••" 
" (Abbreviated to sho» only geoMtry-dependent iteas) " 

IQI—1: "INCIDENT PARTICLE" 
XI-0.0; YI-0.0; ZI-0.0; "STARTING COORDINATES (CM)" 
UI-O.O; VI-O.O; UI-l.O; "INCIDENT DIRECTION COSINES" 
IRI-2; "ENTRANCE REGION DEFINITION" 
"(Initialization of AUSGAB, Shover call, etc oaitted fro« exaaple)" 

STOP; 
END; "END OF MAIN PROGRAM" 
XE "**••*•*•**•*****••**•**•***••***••«**•*••*••***•*••••*•*•«••*•**•*" 
SUBROUTINE HOVFAR; 
;COHIN/CYLDTA,EPCONT,PLADTA,STACK/; 
COMMON/PAS JAVJ/YFRONT ,YBACK; 
IRL-IR(NP); "Create a local Tariable" 

IFdRL.Eq.l.OR.IRL.GE.il) [ IDISC-1; "Discard regions 1. 11, or 12" ] 

ELSEIF (IRL.LE.2) [ "Region 2" 
*PLAN2P(2,3,1.1,1,-1); 
SCYLNDR(2,1,IHIT,TCYL); 
IF (IHIT.Eq.l) £ JCHGTR<TCYL,12); ] 
] "End of region 2" 

ELSEIF (IRL.EQ.3) [ "Region 3" 
$PLANE1(3,1,IHIT,TPLN); 
IF (IHIT.Eq.l) C 
$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF); 
IF (ABS(YF).LT.YFRONT) C IRWT»4; ] 
ELSEIF (YF.CE.YFRONT) £ IRNIT-S; ] 
ELSE [ IRNIT-6; ] 
»CHOTR(TPLN,IRBIT); 
] 

ELSEIF (IHIT.Eq.0) [ 
SPLANE1(2,-1,IHIT,TPLN); 
$CHGTR(TPLH,2); 
] 

SCYLNDR(2,1,IHIT,TCYL); 
IF CHTT EQ.I) C $CHGTR(TCYL,12); ] 
3 "End of region 3" 

ELSEIF (IRL.Eq.4) [ "Region 4" 
$PLAN2P(4,7,1,3,3.-1); 
$FLAH2X(8,5,1,9,6,1); 
$CYLNDR(2,1, IHIT, TCYL) ; 
IF (IHIT.Eq.l) [ $CHGTR(TCYL,12); ] 
J "End of region 4" 

ELSEIF URL.EQ.S) C "Region S" 
$PLAN2P(4,7,1,3,3,-1); 
$CYLNDR(2,1.IHIT,TCYL); 
IF UHIT.EQ.l) [ $CHGTR(TCYL,12): ] 
$PLA»E1 (8, -1, IHIT-.TPLN) ; 
IF (IHIT.Eq.l) [ SCHGTR(TPLN,4); ] 
] "End of region 5" 

ELSEIF (IRL.EQ.6) [ "Region 6" 
$PLA»2P(4,7,1,3,3,-1); 
$CYLHDR(2,J,IHIT,TCYL); 
IF (IHIT.Eq.l) £ SCHGTR(TCYL,12); ] 
»PLANE1(9,-1,IHIT,TPLN); 
IF (IHIT.Eq.l) [ $CHGTR(TPLN,4); ] 

http://OR.IRL.GE.il


] "End of region 6" 

ELSEIF (IRL.Eq.7) [ "Region 7" 
SCYLMDR(2,1 .IHIT.TCYU ; 
IF (HIT.Ed.1) C »CHGTR(TCYL.12)! ) 
*PLAHEK5,1,IMT,TPIII) J 
IF (IHIT.Eq.l) [ 
$FUiVAL(TPLH,XF,YF,ZF); 
IF((XF*XF+ YF«YF).CE.CYRAD2(1)) [ IRHXT-9; ] EISE [ IRHXT-8; ] 
$CHGTR(TPLH,IRNXT)s 
] 

ELSEIF UHIT.EQ.O) [ 
3FLAKE1«.-1,IHIT,TPLN); 
*FIHVA«TPL1I,XF.YF,ZF) i 
IF (ABS(YF).LT.YBACJO [ IRHXT-4; ] 
ELSEIF (YF.GE.YBACK) [ IRHXT-S; J 
ELSE [IRHIT-6; ] 
$CHGTR(TPL»,IRHXT>; 
: 

J "End of region 7" 
ELSEIF OM..EQ.8) [ "Region 8" 
$PLA»2F(6,10,1,5,7,-1); 
$CYL«DRU.1,IBIT,TCYL); 
IF (IHIT.EQ.l) [ *CEGTR(TCYL,9); ] 
] "End of region 8 M 

ELSEIF (IRL.Eq.9) [ "Region 9" 
5PLAI2PC6,10.1,S.7,-1); 
»CYL»DR(l,0,IBTTtTCYL>; 
IF (IHIT.Eq.l) [ $CHGTR(TCYL,8>; ] 
ELSE [ 
$CYUDR(2,1 .IHIT.TCYL); 
IF (HIT.E5.1) [ »CH0TR(TCTL,12); J 
] 

] "End of region 9" 

ELSEIF (IRL.Eq.10) [ "Region 10" 
*CYLMDR(2,1,IHIT.TCYL)j 
IF (IIIIT.EQ.l) [ SCHGTR(TCYL.12); ] 
$PLAHE1(7,1,IHTT,TPL1I); 
IF (IHIT.EQ.l) [ $CHGTR(TPLK,]1); ] 
ELSE [ IDISOl; "This really should not happen in a vacuum" ] 
] 

ELSE [ "Bad region - notify user" 
OUTPUT IRL; (' IRL-'.IIO,' BAD REGION DUMBER'); 
STOP; 
] 

RETURK; 
END; 
W. 

http://IRL.Eq.10
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